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About This Game

Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. So, inspired by an arcade classic, Super Destronaut DX is retro space shooter that

pits you against an enemy more dreaded than a UFO, a scoreboard. With multiple modes and high-scores that can be attained by
yourself and players all over the globe, this is a game that will put you on the path of achieving a score as high as you can

possibly muster.

So, if you are a fan of old-school shooters, be prepared to feel right at home and if you have a friend who is just as passionate as
you are about shooting, why not have them play with you. With support for a local multiplayer mode, maybe the two of you
together have just what it takes to beat the invading aliens once and for all and secure the top spot! You know you want too.

Features:
• 30 different Challenges to complete

• 3 modes in the form of Classic Mode, Time Attack & Hardcore
• 2 player multiplayer

• Various weapon types
• Online leaderboards

• Voice over narration by Barry Dunne
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warning: may include spoilers

i remember playing the first game a long time ago and i really liked it so then i found a sequel and thought, "i have to get this
game". then i got it and it took a while to download, but it really wasn't much time to download so i thought that it would be a
small game. then i saw the intro and thought that it would be a good game.

well I cant change my gender, guess i'm done for.

then I kill a pile of trash. (but did i really have to?)

later I'm outside and I kill some giant wasps in few seconds and apparently that was supposed to be hard.

i kill some more guys and end up with some 3 orb things and i go to some well and find some random floating thing and he says
something like "hey dude thanks for the orbs kbye" and he flys away and gives me a giant bag and i think that im TOTALLY
gonna use the xp cause the enemies are so easy in this game

then i go into a desert and kill some sand worm thing

then i kill guys in a forest and put some guys lamp bright again.

then i eventually go to a desert and find some super slash thingy that you can use to fire a beam thing that would be TOTALLY
useful

then i go in a pit and do some thing with a lever by using the beam to reach it

a door opens and i go through it and about 30 seconds later im fighting a boss

i kill it with rocks

then i get a kid and i bring him home and realise i was only just doing a quest

i go in the desert again and then go through a red cave

then i kill some yellow orc and get his blood, god i wasn't expecting that

i get a keycard and go in some spaceship and a snake puts the key card in

then eventually after the same annoying as hell enemies i get to some room filled with stuff in jars

i break a jar cause i hate everything in this world

then a flying wombat comes out and craps every where
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the same thing happens with the orc, i kill it and it turns into jelly and i take its blood

then i get some dust on my sword and help some drunk guy with the blood

i use the dust to cut down some rocks and go into a temple

i kill everything and i also kill a guardian at some point and free birds and kill them 5 seconds later and be a horrible person and
take their eggs (i feel bad cause i read the secret diary)

then i go past a door and a huge eagle takes me to some edgy island with dragons

eventually i go and fight a thing and i get a chicken

then i fight another thing and i get something else but i think it was the buffalo thing

i talk to some cool kids and they give me some edgy rhino

then i have to get medicine and its really boring and this person isn't even sick

they are instantly better when they drink out of the dirty bucket which makes no sense and i go through some rocks on my edgy
rhino and i find some purple dragon and i free it and explode it with my beam and ride it away

then i get some fruit to put in a medicine

i have to go on my most epic quest in the whole game just to get a carrot, some water, salt, a bucket and some sacred fruit that
grows probably every century/millenium but they don't care, their daughter has a cold and you have to help them. it would not
be nice medicine and i think it would actually make you more sick due because you mixed SO many things together and its just,
ew

then they have the medicine and are instantly better

i find a vault and look up the code to get in and i find the code online and type it in

i get a crap ton of xp

then i get some jump skill thing

some time soon i break a door with my dragon and my hometown is destroyed

yay i love this sight everybody is DEAD (or they are probably hiding in the pit)

hiding from the FAT BIRDS!

the bird somehow came back to live and are edgy as hell

the only hard enemies in the game i am facing right now

i rk them and go in the final area

later i fly over a bridge

i get to my final boss and all the guys aren't dead and they came cuz i did they're quests and they rk the boss's health

i eventually get on the point and its really freaking boring because they only have 5 attacks and spam them in the same order
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over and over until eventually i kill it

when i thought it was over i had to go in his mouth

i eventually fight his heart

wow that was easy

then i get vomited out of him

the end

this game is pretty good and it's nice to have a trip back to the original "chibi knight" flash game. replaying it to find new secrets
and getting all the achievements can be fun from time to time. i definetly recommend this game if you like 2d rpg's. wow where
to start, this game has something for everyone. you like dark souls get this game, you like gta get this game, you like skyrim get
this game, you like sonic the warehog get this game, you like 12 year old hentai tentacle♥♥♥♥♥♥get this game. the combat is
on the levels of cod 4 mw, the graphics of crysis, the story of half life, with a lore deeper than the elder scrolls. i cannot
recomend this enough, after playing this game you can truely say that you have ♥♥♥♥ed a 10 year olds mum. Cant wait for the
DLC to come out, which will surely add tonnes of new content. rumor has it that the sequal will be at e3. ♥♥♥♥ DEATH
STRANDING ♥♥♥♥ UNDERTALE ♥♥♥♥ JUST CAUSE GET THIS GAME. the tutorials don't even work what a pos
looks good plays awful. It is beautiful, fun, and somewhat challenging. However, the early access shows; the game's star map is
practically impossible to navigate, making the game feel more like chance. Also, I think it would be great if you could defend
yourself better from enemy planets. But the game is witty and enjoyable! There is of course plenty of room for improvement,
but the dev certainly has the right idea.. I purchased this game for my Xbox One X the day it was released. After a week I got a
refund for the $74.99. Too much to spend on a game that doesn't work or is not complete. I have to say, the PC version is way
more polished than the Xbox One. Still many of the same issues exist, but the gameplay is smoother. I even streamed TWT to
YouTube last night. Was fun and at 720p 60fps. But no doubt this game still needs work PC or not. Not TopSpin4 by any
means, not yet... I say not yet because after playing the game on both the console and now the PC for $39.99 :D I do feel if they
stay on top of things and keep pushing out great updates this game has the potential to become one of the best! Yes, just like
TopSpin4. But we must be patient grasshoppers. Rome was not built over night. Your tennis game is not going anywhere.
Especially for $39.99. Grab it now! They heard our cries and have released a few posts in Facebook that sound very promising. I
suggest you go there and follow Tennis World Tour.. This is a bad game. Mind you, I only have 3 or so hours in the game, but
from this time I've learned multiple things:

1. Time doesn't move unless you have the game up. This means that if you have it in the background playing while you're doing
other stuff, nothing happens. So you have to actively have the game up in order for it to work. I can't even say this wouldn't be a
problem. Becuase it is. I like to have relaxing games that I can come back to and check on while I'm doing other stuff, this isn't
one of those games. You can't have the windows side by side either, cus it still wont play.

2. Watering the plants does next to nothing later in the game. At the start it helps speed the process up, but past that
its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Which brings me to another thing, the controls. You can't zoom into specific parts
of the tree and the camers is positioned to right below the middle of the tree. So you're forced to zoom ALL the way out if you
want to see the full tree. This is even more annoying when you have to trim the branches up top. Past that the controls are
awkward. Instead of clicking on trimming or watering to use it, you click on them to deactivate it. So if you want to trim, you
have to click on the water icon, and vice versa.

3. Achievements. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are achievements. Its just a complete grindfest. One achievement is to
literally trim 3000 branches. Sounds easy, right? Well 15 hours later and a lot of people still haven't got the achievement. If you
play for achievements, or just can't help but finish games for the achievements, then you're in for the long run.

Honestly, don't buy this. Its a waste of a dollar. Use that to buy a pack of gum or something.. Very nice game.. great game! love
the cut scences, plays out like a little film, hopefully see the 2nd one soon????
. It is old but it is a low price and you get a lot of locos for a low price.
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realy nice modelrailway sim , Lots of rolling stock included the manual included is just full off errors where can i get a german
version to see what the mistranslated things mean? Luckily i speak german too ;) If your not so lucky look on youtube for ruuds
english spoken tuts. I see there are 2 links to the manual but both are to the same english one , just add the german manual too,
wo ist die deutsch sprachige? Another thing missing is a 3d object importer i'd say .blend .obj and .skp should be included as
this is aimed at train hobbyists (bastlers), who like to build things, and not virtual train drivers. You could benefit from people
making stuff by allowing them to sell through steam and get a percentage, lets say 10 % for steam 10% for eep and 10 % for me
for comming up with the ideer. ;) See every one will win as there will be lots of international content.. I remember playing
Brothers in Arms: Hell's Highway back on Xbox 360, and I really loved playing it. That was several years ago, and after
completing it a fair few times I wished I could play more of it.
I never could find a copy of BIA: Road to Hill 30 or this game on Xbox to play on the 360. So my taste of the series started with
the very last game. But now I have staisfied my taste for the series, and this game, by far is the best out of it.
Being a sequel to BIA: Road to Hill 30, it is truly amazing what the team managed to do in such a short amount of time.
The narrative was very interesting, and I thought the game play was slightly better than the last game as it added a bit more
interaction between the Player Character and the squad which was very interesting and made me care for my squad a lot more.
It is very obvious that the team who made this game definitely went to town after the success of last game. I loved the design of
the enviroments, they looked visually appealing, which is something that BIA: Road to Hill 30 didn't do too good of a job at.
Both Carentan and Hill 30 looked better in this game than they did in the last, eventhough it wasn't the focus of the game.
I also loved how they rounded Reds character as he was definitely under developed in the last. Baker and Red are meant to be
friends, but in last game they really did feel like friends. They don't really feel like friends anyway, but this game does manage
to make Reds and Bakers relationship have a new viewpoint.
Finally the game adds something that I thought BIA: Road to Hill 30 lacked which was a skirmish mode. I was very
disappointed with the last game for the lake of it as I really wanted to just go into battle without having to run through the story
again (not to say that the story is bad, because it is not bad it is very good).
This review may seem like I am bashing Road to Hill 30, but I am not really. The last game was good, but this one is way better.
If you are interested in the WW2 setting and love stories of comradery like Band of Brothers or Saving Private Ryan, then this
could be the game for you. If you haven't played the series before, but want to, then I would recommend playing the first game,
as it helps with understanding the story as it does call back to the last game a fair bit, until the halfway point as it goes passed the
end of the last game.
Anyway if you had played the last game and had similar complaints that I have then you will probably love this game too.
Hope this review helps anyone whose reading this come to a decision, and I hope you enjoy the game.. My first Ys title and
what an introduction.

Fast, frenetic combat, multiple characters with complex fighting styles, impressive soundtrack, Zelda like dungeons, a very good
title.

The gameplay is easy to learn and gradually becomes more complex. This game eases you into its difficulty, allowing you time
and practice to digest its mechanics before adding another one in your plate. As such, you never feel overwhelmed with the
options and mechanic. Contrast it to another action JRPG, Tales of Zesteria, who had a pretty dense gameplay which got
progressively more convoluted, with tutorials that were essentially exposition dumps and you had a game that was very deep but
no one bothered trying to learn. Ys Seven has challenging gameplay that has perfect pacing.

Story is fairly predictable with a few good moments and twists. Solid and servicable, but not really mind blowing. Characters are
fairly well written. Some more than others but no one comes off as annoying. Overall, a well made action rpg. A must play for
fans of the genre. I can't wait for the next Ys title to come out on steam, which will be in a few days.. Wouldn't recommend it.

I got 30 minutes into the game and couldn't get into it.

Everything exists in the game that should exist, but the things that they put into this game that make it a megaman clone are
done absolutely poorly.

The movement other than the jumping mechanics are done poorly. The slide is one of the worst offenders of this.

The level design is so poor that in order to progress through the game, they split up power ups into several tiers. You get
upgrades to your gun, jump, slide, health, etc in the most random places, none of which are satisfying to get. QUITE
LITERALLY power ups will just be in the middle of the floor in a room with no danger in it.
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The game is also so ridiculously easy there's literally no challenge to it. I could just ignore all of the first level enemies and just
kill important ones that drop key items to get through the level.

And then the graphics. Look, its fine to use pixel graphics, but when stuff is blurry ALONGSIDE retro graphics, it looks horrid.

I would say that i got what i paid for, since i bought it during a sale for like a dollar, but since im using unreal to make games of
my own I have to ask, what the hell was this guy thinking putting this out. Its too underpolished to even be a clone of a capcom
classic.. Too short.

Realistically, given the amount of assets that are in the game for environments and characters, this could have been longer, more
in depth and a richer storytelling experience. Its good, but its REALLY short.

Short games can be good, and this is arguable a so-so story, but it feels like corners were cut and the writer just wanted to finish
the thing and be done with it rather than expand it into a richer expereince.
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